Abstract—The byzantine fault-tolerance model captures a wide-range of failures—common in real-world scenarios—such as ones due to malicious attacks and arbitrary software/hardware errors. We propose Blockplane, a middleware that enables making existing benign systems tolerate byzantine failures. This is done by making the existing system use Blockplane for durability and as a communication infrastructure. Blockplane proposes the following: (1) A middleware and communication infrastructure to make an entire benign protocol byzantine fault-tolerant, (2) A hierarchical locality-aware design to minimize the number of wide-area messages, (3) A separation of fault-tolerance concerns to enable designs with higher performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

A byzantine failure model [11] is a model of arbitrary failures that includes—in addition to crashes—unexpected behavior due to software and hardware malfunctions, malicious breaches, and violation of trust between participants. It is significantly more difficult to develop byzantine fault-tolerant protocols compared to benign (non-byzantine) protocols. This poses a challenge to organizations that want to adopt byzantine fault-tolerant software solutions. This challenge is exacerbated with the need of many applications to be globally distributed. With global distribution, the wide-area latency between participants amplifies the performance overhead of byzantine fault-tolerant protocols.

To overcome the challenges of adopting byzantine fault-tolerant software solutions, we propose pushing down the byzantine fault-tolerance problem to the communication layer rather than the application/storage layer. Our proposal, Blockplane, is a communication infrastructure that handles the delivery of messages from one node to another. Blockplane exposes an interface of log-commit, send, and receive operations to be used by nodes to both persist their state and communicate with each other.

Blockplane adopts a locality-aware hierarchical design due to our interest in supporting efficient byzantine fault-tolerance in global-scale environments. Hierarchical designs have recently been shown to perform well in global-scale settings [15]. Blockplane optimizes for the communication latency by performing as much computation as possible locally and only communicate across the wide-area link when necessary.

In the paper, we distinguish between two types of failures. The first is independent byzantine failures that are akin to traditional byzantine failures which affect each node independently (the failure of one node does not correlate with the failure of another node). The second type of failures is benign geo-correlated failures. In geo-correlated failures, the nodes that are deployed on the same datacenter (or datacenters close to each other) may experience a failure together. In this case, the failure of a node is no longer independent from other nodes. This distinction between the two types of failures is important due to the frequency of datacenter-scale outages [6].

To summarize, the paper proposes the following:

• An approach to make an entire benign protocol tolerate byzantine failures through Blockplane.
• Blockplane proposes a locality-aware design to reduce wide-area communication.
• A separation of fault-tolerance concerns of byzantine failures and benign geo-correlated failures.

The rest of this paper begins with a background in Section II. We propose Blockplane in Sections III to VII. Section VIII presents the experimental evaluation. Section IX presents an overview of related work. The paper concludes in Section X.

II. BACKGROUND

Blockplane is a permissioned blockchain system [7], [14] that targets applications where: (1) Participants are globally-distributed, and (2) Byzantine failures need to be tolerated. We distinguish between byzantine failures that model independent arbitrary behavior of nodes and geo-correlated failures that model an benign outage of a whole datacenter. To clarify the distinction between the two types of failures, we introduce the notations: $f_i$ to represent the number of tolerated independent byzantine failures and $f_g$ to denote the number of tolerated geo-correlated failures. (When the notation $f$ is used without a subscript, then it should be interpreted as the number of tolerated independent byzantine failures $f_i$.)

**Byzantine Agreement** Byzantine agreement is the problem of reaching consensus between nodes in the presence of byzantine failures. This includes benign crash failures, hardware/communication malfunctions, software errors, and malicious breaches. The PBFT protocol is a widely-known leader-based byzantine agreement protocol. To tolerate $f$ byzantine failures, $3f + 1$ nodes are needed (i.e., $n = 3f + 1$). We discuss the normal-case operation of PBFT next, since it is used in the design of Blockplane.

In PBFT, the leader drives the commitment of new commands through three consecutive phases: pre-prepare, prepare, and commit. The life-cycle of committing a command begins with a user sending a request to commit a command to the leader. The leader, then, broadcasts a pre-prepare message to
all other nodes. A node that receives a pre-prepare message accepts it if it is authentic the node has not accepted another request with the same sequence number.

If a node accepts a pre-prepare message from the leader, it proceeds to the next phase and the node broadcasts a prepare message to all other nodes, including the leader. Each node waits to collect 2f prepare messages in addition to the pre-prepare sent by the leader. Once these messages are received, the node enters the prepared phase. The significance of being prepared is that the node now knows that all non-faulty nodes agree on the contents of the message sent by the leader for that view and sequence number. This is because even with f faulty nodes, f + 1 other nodes have sent prepare messages with these contents—and they intersect with every other group of f + 1 non-faulty nodes.

Once a node enters the prepared state, it broadcasts a commit message to all other nodes. A prepared node waits for 2f + 1 commit messages (including its own) to enter the commit phase. Once in the commit phase, the node—assuming it is not faulty—considers the request committed and logs this information in its local storage. Then, it responds with a reply message to the client. The client waits for identical reply messages from f + 1 nodes before it considers the command committed (because up to f nodes might be faulty.)

III. BLOCKPLANE SYSTEM AND PROGRAMMING MODEL

In this section, we present the system and programming models of Blockplane.

A. Motivation

The goal of Blockplane is to provide a framework for efficient and accessible byzantine fault-tolerance in wide-area environments. The system model is hierarchical, where nodes are grouped together to form local units and the units communicate together globally. The aim of this hierarchy is to mask byzantine failures locally within the unit. By masking byzantine failures locally, the global coordination can utilize benign (non-byzantine) protocols. The efficiency here is that the global, wide-area communication patterns mimics those of the benign protocol rather than the more expensive byzantine protocol (later in the paper we present an example of applying this to consensus is presented in Section VI-E and correctness is discussed in Section VII.) The programming model aims to provide accessibility to programmers by proposing a new abstraction that—unlike the traditional SMR abstraction—exposes both a commitment and communication interfaces. This allows programmers to follow a design pattern that is closer to the distributed benign protocol rather than adapting the distributed protocol to an SMR-style of programming. Additionally, the separate interfaces for commitment and communication allows the Blockplane infrastructure to handle these two requests differently, leading to a specialized, more efficient design for each.
system code uses Blockplane through the user-level interface functions such as log-commit and other shown interfaces. The Blockplane-space is the underlying infrastructure provided by Blockplane. System developers use the user-level interfaces and are not exposed to Blockplane-space complexities. In Blockplane space there are $3f + 1$ Blockplane nodes, each with a copy of the log and program state. There are various Blockplane-level functions that are not exposed to the system developer. However, we show some of them as they are presented later in the paper as part of Blockplane design. Blockplane-space also includes the communication daemon that is responsible for processing communication records and delivering them to their destinations. The figure also shows an example of the contents of the Local Logs in two participants. Each log consists of log-commit and communication records.

C. Programming Model

Blockplane exposes two types of interfaces: First, an interface for log-commit records that includes a log-commit instruction and a read instruction. This interface is similar to a SMR interface and should be used in the same way SMR interfaces are used. The log-commit instruction guarantees that the committed value will survive the set fault-tolerance level. Also, it guarantees that it is ordered after all previously committed values in the Local Log. The read instruction allows the participant to read the committed records to recover from failures or update replicas. Like systems that use SMR systems in general, a system that uses Blockplane must be deterministic (i.e., an event has a deterministic effect on the state of the system) and all copies of the protocol, $P$, in the participant’s Blockplane unit must start with an identical initial state.

The other type of interface exposed by Blockplane is the communication interface that consists of send and receive instructions. The protocol developer of $P$ must use this interface for any communication between participants.

The protocol $P$ itself can be written as a benign protocol that does not tolerate byzantine failures. To use Blockplane, the protocol developer must use the commit and communication interfaces:

**Definition 1:** A protocol that uses Blockplane must use the log-commit and communication interfaces for all the following cases in the protocol:

- If an event changes the state of the protocol, then the event must be committed to the Local Log.
- If an event may lead to one or more communication events, then the event must be committed to the Local Log.
- Any communication between participants must be handled through the communication interface.

Additionally, the developer must write verification routines for log-commit and communication instructions. These verification routines are going to be used by the Blockplane replicas to enable them to verify whether a record is a valid state transition. (More details about how verification routines are used by Blockplane is presented in Section IV-B.) The intuition of verification routines is the following: A Blockplane node may propose committing a record to represent a state change in the protocol (e.g., changing the value of a state variable). However, for this record to be committed (as we will see in Section IV-B), other Blockplane nodes must attest to whether the proposed record is a valid state transition given the current state. The verification routines written by the developer will be used for this purpose.

**Summary and Discussion.** In summary, given this interface of Blockplane, a system developer is not exposed to the complexities of tolerating byzantine failures. Rather, a developer only needs to modify the system to use the log-commit and communication interfaces and implement verification routines. The intention of exposing both a commit and a communication interfaces—unlike SMR that exposes a commit interface only—is two-fold: (1) to make the programming pattern closer to ones used in distributed algorithms which model the communication between different entities as direct or broadcast messages. SMR, on the other hand, would require transforming distributed algorithms that rely on a direct or broadcast message abstraction to utilize an ordered-log coordination abstraction. (2) to enable Blockplane to handle commit and communication requests differently which leads to opportunities to enhance locality as we detail later. These opportunities are more challenging with a SMR abstraction. However, Blockplane’s abstractions are new and more complex than traditional SMR (since it requires dealing with two types of interfaces and potentially more complicated verification routines.) These factors will affect the potential for adoption in real scenarios, compared to existing methods that are familiar to developers. Also, Blockplane might not offer an advantage compared to byzantine SMR for protocols that are easily transformed to use SMR-based coordination and for applications where nodes are not separated by wide-area networks. Another obstacle to adopting Blockplane—as well as SMR systems like PBFT—is that the application must be deterministic. Otherwise, an ordered log of events is not guaranteed to produce the same output from a common initial state. The complexity of verification routines depends on the application, for example, a transaction processing application would have verification routines to check whether a transaction can commit. Byzantine SMR systems share this complexity, however, Blockplane verification routines may be more complex due to the need to verify both commit and communication events.

**Example.** The following is an example of using the Blockplane programming interface (Algorithm 1 shows the modified algorithms in the example.) The example is based on a simple distributed counting protocol, $P$. In the counting protocol, each

```
Algorithm 1: An example of a program using Blockplane (the code in red is what is added or modified to use Blockplane)

1: c := a counter initially set to 0
2: on event UserRequest (in: destination) {
3:   log-commit(request info)
4:   send (to: destination)
5: }
6: on event StartServer () {
7:   while (true)
8:     receive ()
9:     log-commit(increment-counter)
10:   c++
11: }
```
participant maintains a counter that is initially set to 0. A user can trigger an event to send a message from a participant \( A \) to another participant \( B \). When a participant receives a message, it increments the counter. In this simple example, the only state that a participant needs to maintain is the counter value. Therefore, the protocol \( P \) calls the log-commit instruction whenever a message is received. This commits the event to the SMR log. In the case of a failure, the protocol \( P \) reads the log using read instructions to recover the state of the counter. The other change that is needed is to use Blockplane's send and receive instructions to send and receive messages.

In addition to using the commit and communication instructions, the system developer must also provide verification routines for each log-commit and send instruction. In the case of the program in Algorithm 1, three verification routines must be written, for the log-commit and send instructions in the UserRequest event and for the log-commit instruction in StartServer. The verification routines are provided to Blockplane in the form of callbacks. (When these callbacks are used is discussed in Section IV-B.) The following is a description of possible verification routines for these three instructions:

- The log-commit instruction in the UserRequest event: the verification routine in this case may verify that the user request is from a trusted user/source.
- The send instruction in the UserRequest event: the verification routine in this case validates that the corresponding user request has been actually received and was not processed before. (This is to avoid the case of a malicious node trying to send messages to other participants without having received a user request to perform that communication.)
- The log-commit instruction in StartServer: the verification routine in this case validates that the corresponding received messages have been actually received from another participant. (We provide more details about verifying received messages later in Section IV-C. The intuition of this verification routine is that the Blockplane node checks whether the received message has been signed by \( f + 1 \) nodes in the source participant.) The purpose of this verification routine is to prevent a malicious node from proposing to commit a record that increments the counter without having received a message from another participant.

We present an example of using Blockplane to byzantine a more complex protocol in Section VI-E.

IV. BLOCKPLANE DESIGN FOR INDEPENDENT FAILURES

In this section, we present the design of Blockplane. We focus here on tolerating Byzantine failures that affect machines independently. In Section V, we augment this design to tolerate benign geo-correlated failures.

A. Blockplane Operation Overview

Assume that the number of tolerated failures \( f \) is 1. In this case, each participant maintains 4 Blockplane nodes. Each Blockplane node is a replica of the protocol \( P \) and a copy of the Local Log.

The log-commit instruction takes an arbitrary value as input. The log-commit instruction causes the value to be appended to the Local Log in a fault-tolerant manner. At this point the replicas maintained by Blockplane nodes can read the new committed record and incorporate it to their state.

Similar to committing an event, the send instruction appends the message and destination to the Local Log in a way that tolerates Byzantine failures. After it is appended, \( f + 1 \) Blockplane nodes sign the message denoting that they testify for its correctness. The set of signatures is called a proof. Then, the message with its proof are sent to the Blockplane nodes in the destination and it is appended to the destination’s Local Log. When the protocol \( P \) at the destination calls the receive instruction it returns the next received unread message in its Local Log.

Figure 2 shows an example of Blockplane state. Consider a Blockplane scenario that is running the counter program in Algorithm 1. The figure shows the state of participants \( A \) and \( B \). Each participant has four Blockplane nodes, each labeled \( X_i \), where \( X \) is the participant and \( i \) is the node’s number. The figure shows the state of the node, hence the value of \( c \). Also, it shows the instance of the Local Log. In the log, black entries denote commit records and blue entries denote communication records. The scenario shows the state produced after a request from \( A \) is sent to \( B \). Nodes at \( A \) have the state of the request and the send event, and nodes at \( B \) have the state of receiving the request and processing the counter increment operation.

B. Committing to the Local Log

Committing to the Local Log (called local commit) is the most common operation in Blockplane. It is used in three types of events: (1) Logging a state change using log-commit, (2) Declaring an event that may lead to communication with other participants using log-commit, and (3) Communication events using send. Whenever, log-commit or send are called, a commit routine commits the event to the Local Log. We call the instruction to the commit routine local-commit. The instruction takes an arbitrary string as input.

In Blockplane, local commit is performed using the PBFT Byzantine fault-tolerant protocol. Specifically, when a commit routine starts, the event value to be committed is sent to the current PBFT leader. Then, the current leader commits the event to the next available log position in the Local Log using the PBFT protocol. (Reads, recovery, and failure cases are handled in the same way as PBFT.) PBFT requires responses from \( 2f + 1 \) nodes to make progress.

In our deployment of PBFT as the component for local commitment, we make some changes to accommodate the Blockplane protocol. The first change is that every value has a type annotation that represents the type of the record. The type of the record can be a commit record or a communication record. The other change is in the voting process in the commit phase. When a node enters the prepared phase, rather
than broadcasting a PBFT commit message immediately, the corresponding verification routine is called. (The verification routine is described in Section III-C.) The verification routine checks the validity of the value.

C. Communication

Send instruction. Algorithm 2 shows the steps in the send instruction and the communication daemon responsible for delivering the message to the other participant. A send instruction takes as input a message (string of bytes) and a destination. When the send instruction is called, the message is committed to the local log, via local-commit.

A communication daemon takes care of communicating messages that were committed to the Local Log. Each participant runs a communication daemon that continuously reads the log to detect new send entries. For every other participant, a separate communication daemon handles its communication. Algorithm 2 shows a simplified pseudo code of the operation of a communication daemon. First, the daemon maintains a pointer $p$, that points initially to the first entry in the Local Log. Then it reads the entries in the Local Log one-by-one until it finds an entry that is a communication record to the daemon’s destination. If that communication record has been already sent to the destination, then it is skipped. Otherwise, the communication daemon constructs a transmission record, $P$, which consists of the contents of the message in addition to a pointer to the previous communication record to the same destination.

When $P$ is ready, the communication daemon collects $f + 1$ signatures from local Blockplane nodes. A Blockplane node signs the transmission record if it agrees that its contents and meta-information are accurate.

At any point in time, it is possible that there are more than one communication daemon. In such a case, the same communication record might be sent more than once to the intended participant. This is, however, is not problematic because the receiving end will verify the validity of the message and that duplicates are dropped. (We present more details about this in the rest of this section in the description of the receive instruction.) In fact, running more than one communication daemons is necessary, because a single communication daemon might be faulty (e.g., malicious) and may pretend maliciously to send messages. Running more than one communication daemon might stress network I/O with a lot of redundancy. For this reason we deploy a communication daemon reserve, or reserve for short. A reserve is a collection of $f + 1$ Blockplane nodes. A reserve node periodically send requests to nodes at other participants asking them about the most recent communication record they have received. If there is a substantial gap between the two participants, then the reserve node transforms to a regular communication daemon. This is because a significant gap between the two nodes may signal that the current communication daemon is maliciously delaying the communication of messages.

Receive instruction. When a node receives a transmission record $P$ from another participant’s communication demon, it tries to commit the received message to its participant’s Local Log using log-commit. However, in order to commit the received record, enough nodes in the destination participant must participate in committing it. Blockplane has a special verification routine for received message that is provided by Blockplane. This verification routine, called the receive verification routine checks the following:

- The transmission record has $f + 1$ signatures from the source.
- The transmission record has not been received before.
- There are no previous transmission records that were not received. This is checked by verifying that the previous log position—if any—in the received transmission record has been already received.

A node receiving the transmission record calls the local-commit instruction to commit it. Blockplane nodes use the receive verification routine to ensure the conditions above apply. After the received message is committed to the Local Log, nodes read the entry and process the received message the same way other records are read from the log.

In Blockplane, receiving messages is implemented by exposing an interface called receive which takes the source participant as input (we omit the input in the discussions and pseudo code if it can be implied.) This is intended to make the communication interface similar to ones typically in use in networked systems. The Blockplane nodes, as they are reading the Local Log and incorporating new events to the node’s state, they process received transmission records in the following way: Each node maintains a reception buffer for every other participant. When a received transmission record is encountered in the Local Log, it is appended to the corresponding reception buffer. When a receive instruction is called, the corresponding reception buffer is polled and the next transmission record is returned.

In addition to the transmission records, a Blockplane node may receive requests for information from reserve nodes at other participants. A node respond to these requests with the log position of the most recently committed transmission record received from the participant corresponding to the reserve node. (Note that the returned log position is the one that was sent along with the transmission record and not the one at the receiver’s Local Log.) A reserve node must account for the possibility of malicious nodes at the destination participant nodes. Therefore, it should send requests to at least $f + 1$ nodes. The response with the smallest log position is
guaranteed to be true. This is because at least one out of the $f + 1$ participants is non-faulty. In the worst case, the non-faulty node is the one that responded with the smallest log position. However, it is also possible that a faulty node would respond with a very small log position to make the reserve node suspect that its participant’s communication daemon is faulty. To overcome this case, the reserve node can send the request to more than $f + 1$ nodes in the destination participant. If any group of $f + 1$ nodes agrees that the log position is larger than a certain number, then this can be taken as the current received log positions. The reserve node chooses the set of $f + 1$ nodes that maximizes that lowest log position.

D. Normal-Case Performance

In this section, we present the communication patterns resulting from calling the user-level log-commit instruction and then the communication pattern resulting from calling the user-level send instruction.

Figure 3(a) shows the communication needed to commit a record to the Local Log in participant 0 when the user-level code calls \texttt{log-commit}. (All this communication is performed by Blockplane-level code and is not implemented by the program developer in user-level code.) Committing a record involves the three phases of the PBFT protocol: \texttt{pre-prepare}, \texttt{prepare}, and \texttt{commit} phases. Finally, \texttt{reply} messages are sent from the replicas to the user that called \texttt{local-commit}. Committing a record to the local log takes four intra-datacenter communication latencies.

Figure 3(b) shows the communication involved in sending a message from participant 0 to participant 1. This communication is triggered by a \texttt{send} instruction in user-level code and proceeds in four steps:

- (1) The first step occurs when the \texttt{send} instruction is called. The \texttt{send} instruction commits the message by calling the commit-local instruction. The message is forwarded to the leader (this step is not shown in the figure to account for the typical case where the instructions are called at the leader). The message is then committed to the Local Log of participant 0 in the same way we show in Figure 3(a).
- (2) After the message is committed to the Local Log, it becomes readable to the communication daemon. Assume that the communication daemon is co-located with the current leader. The communication daemon constructs a transmission record $P$ and then collects $f + 1$ signatures for its validity.
- (3) The transmission record and the collected signatures are sent to the destination, participant 1. The transmission record can be sent to one or more nodes in participant 1.
- (4) After receiving the transmission record, a node in participant 1 calls \texttt{commit-local} to commit it to the Local Log. Committing to the Local Log in participant 1 proceeds in the same way we describe in Figure 3(a). The special Blockplane verification routine (the receive verification routine) ensures that the received transmission record is valid.

V. GEO-CORRELATED FAILURES

In the previous sections, we showed Blockplane design that tolerates $f_i$ byzantine failures. The type of failures considered in the previous section is the typical Byzantine failure that affects nodes independently (i.e., a failure does not affect more than one node). In this section, we introduce the notion of a geo-correlated benign failure, where nodes in the same geographic locality experience a crash failure due to a natural disaster. Remember that we distinguish between the two types of failures: $f_i$ (used interchangeably with $f$) denotes the number of tolerated independent Byzantine failures and $f_g$ denotes the number of tolerated geo-correlated benign failures.

Modeling geo-correlated failures is important because it captures cases where a single failure affects multiple nodes collectively. We focus on geo-correlated failures that are due (non-Byzantine) datacenter-scale outages [6].

To overcome geo-correlated failures, Blockplane nodes must coordinate with $f_g + 1$ participants (out of a chosen set of $2f_g + 1$ participants) in order to commit or communicate with other participants. In the case of committing a new value using local-commit, the following changes are introduced: participants maintain mirrors of each other’s states on $3f_i + 1$ nodes (these nodes can co-locate with the Blockplane nodes used for local commitment.) If a participant $A$ wants to commit a new value, it must collect proofs from $f_g$ other participants. Obtaining these proofs starts after locally committing the value (in the same manner introduced in the previous section.) The committed value is then sent to $f_g$ other participants. Each participant would locally commit the value on its mirror of participant $A$. If the value commits, then the participant responds with $f_i$ + 1 proofs from its local nodes. These responses are maintained by all nodes in participant $A$ as an annotation of the proved entry.

The same changes are applied to the \texttt{send} instruction. Additionally, the transmission record would also include the proofs from other participants and a node receiving a transmission record would only accept it if the proofs of the source participant and the other $f_g$ participants are valid.
Recovery in the case of a failure is done in a similar way to recovery in primary-copy replication. A secondary that suspects the failure of the current primary, starts processing requests and using other participant as its secondary nodes. (The new secondary nodes must be ones in the originally chosen set of \(2f + 1\) nodes.) This transfer of the primary role does not threaten the integrity of data since any entry must be replicated to \(f_g + 1\) nodes prior to commitment, which ensures intersection between any two primaries.

VI. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND EXAMPLES

A. Read Operations

Committing to the Local Log is performed to persist a state change or communication event. Read operations, on the other hand, do not generally have to be committed or persisted. However, in some instances, an application may want stronger guarantees for its read operations, which may lead to having to commit some read operations. There are different read strategies in Blockplane (Here, we refer to operations that read an entry of the Local Log.) The default read strategy in Blockplane is a read-1 strategy, where the read is served from the closest node to the client. The node provides a proof of the entry’s validity which is the set of commit messages corresponding to the entry. Another read strategy is to wait for \(2f + 1\) identical responses from different nodes. This strategy overcomes the scenario where a malicious node returns that an entry is not committed when in reality it is committed. The last read strategy, and strongest, is a linearizable read that requires committing the read operation to the log in the same way an entry is committed.

B. Recovery from failures

Within a participant replication group, there are two types of nodes that can fail, replica nodes and leader nodes. When a replica node fails, operation is not brought to a halt because enough other replicas are responsive to the leader’s requests. When the replica becomes non-faulty again, it reads the state of the Local Log from other nodes to catch up with the current state. A failure of the leader node causes operation to stop until a new leader is elected. In Blockplane, a leader controls the Local Log of a single participant using the PBFT protocol. To elect a leader, we use the same method used in PBFT, which is a view-based leader election. A view is like an epoch, where all nodes start at view 0. Each view has a predetermined leader (e.g., the leader can be the node with id equal to the view number modulo the number of nodes). If nodes suspect that the current view’s leader is faulty, then they start moving to the next view. This is repeated until a non-faulty leader is found. (More details can be found in PBFT [4].)

Another type of failure is the failure of a whole participant. If \(f_g > 0\), Blockplane recovers from this failure by starting to process the requests for the failed participant at one of the secondary participants. This is akin to how primary-copy replication handles the failure of a primary.

C. Batching and Group Commit

To increase throughput, Blockplane utilizes batching and group commit, which are typical approaches used in many data management and transaction processing systems. Blockplane utilizes batching in a similar manner to SMR-based systems, where transactions (or requests) are batched together. At any given point in time, a leader only attempts to commit a single batch and does not start the next one until the current one is committed. The transactions in a batch are ordered in a way that preserves any dependencies between them, i.e., if a transaction \(t_1\) reads from \(t_2\), then \(t_1\) is ordered before \(t_2\). The leader and replicas perform the validation routines for each transaction and vote positively to commit a batch only if all the transactions are validated successfully. Once the batch is committed, its transactions are applied according to their order in the batch.

D. Performance and Monetary Costs

Byzantizing a system using Blockplane incurs performance and monetary costs due to the additional resources and communication needed to run the protocols. In terms of storage and compute resources, Blockplane requires \(3f_i\) additional nodes for each participant. In terms of communication, Blockplane adds the local commitment overhead for all commit and communication requests that incur three phases of communication across \(f_g + 1\) participants. Additionally, the application developers need to perform non-trivial effort to transform their application to use Blockplane API and write verification routines. All these overheads—and other smaller ones that are covered in the paper—increase monetary costs as well.

Compared to a SMR approach, many of these overheads exist at varying degrees. For example, byzantine SMR requires a smaller number of nodes and less communication, however it incurs higher latency which may decrease throughput. Given these added costs, Blockplane targets applications that wish to tolerate byzantine failures. This is especially the case for applications that handle finances and mission critical operations, such as e-commerce and banking applications.

E. Paxos Example

In this section, we present how the paxos protocol [10] can be augmented to use Blockplane. We choose paxos for this section due to its popularity and because agreement is one of the problems that has been studied extensively with the byzantine fault-tolerance model, thus allowing us to compare the transformed paxos protocol with existing specialized byzantine agreement protocols. However, Blockplane can be applied to distributed protocols in general, given that they are deterministic and start from the same initial state.

The paxos protocol has two main routines: Leader Election and Replication. In the Leader Election routine, a node attempts to become a leader by getting a majority of votes from other nodes. In the Replication phase, a leader commits a new value by getting a majority of votes accepting it. In the following we show the details of the two routines and how they can be implemented using the Blockplane interface.

Algorithm 3 shows the routines for Leader Election and Replication. The state of the protocol consists of three variables: (1) \(r\), which is the proposal number, initially set to some unique number. (2) \(l\), which is a boolean variable denoting whether the participant is a leader. (3) \(max-val\), which is a value used in the paxos protocol as we describe next.
Algorithm 3: Paxos routines using Blockplane (code in red corresponds to Blockplane interfaces).

```plaintext
1: r := proposal number, initially set to \( L \)
2: l := am I a leader, initially false
3: max-val := maximum accepted value, initially null
4: on LeaderElection {  
5:    log-commit(Leader Election)  
6:    for every \( m \in M \), where \( M \) is a at least a majority of participants  
7:      send (msg: paxos-prepare(r, to: m)  
8:    while responses pending  
9:      responses ← receive ()  
10:     if responses include a majority of positive votes  
11:       l = true  
12:       max-val = maximum-accepted-value(responses)  
13:     log-commit (l, max-val)  
14: else  
15:    r = next unique proposal number  
16:    log-commit (r)  
17: }  
18:  
19: on Replication (in: value) {  
20:    log-commit(Replication, value)  
21:    if l == false  
22:      return  
23:     for every \( m \in M \), where \( M \) is a at least a majority of participants  
24:       send (msg: paxos-propose(r, value), to: m)  
25:     while responses pending  
26:       responses ← receive ()  
27:    if responses include a majority of positive votes  
28:      log-commit (value committed)  
29:    else  
30:      r = next unique proposal number  
31:     l = false  
32:    log-commit (r, l)  
33: }
```

The Leader Election routine starts off by committing that the event has started. Then, a paxos prepare messages, denoted paxos-prepare is sent to at least a majority of participants using the send instruction. Responses, in the form of paxos-promise messages, are collected via the receive instruction. Once collected, the node checks whether there is a majority of positive votes. If this is the case, then the node declares that it is the new leader by changing the l variable to true. Also, the received paxos-promise messages may include previous values that were accepted by the participant. If that is the case, the variable max-val is updates with the value with the largest proposal number. (This value must be the one used in a subsequent Replication phase.) Then, the new values of l and max-val are committed using log-commit. If a majority of paxos-promise messages was not attained, then the node updates the proposal number to the next available unique proposal number and commits that change using log-commit.

The Replication routine also starts with committing that the event has started. Then, the node verifies that it is the leader before proceeding. The node then sends a paxos-propose message to at least a majority of nodes with the proposal number and value to be committed. The node receives responses, in the form of paxos-accept messages, using the receive instruction. If a majority of nodes votes positively, the value is considered committed and the node commits that event using log-commit. Otherwise, the node is no longer a leader and updates the proposal number to the next available unique proposal number. It also commits this event using log-commit.

For brevity, we do not show the other algorithms such as the ones to react to receiving paxos-prepare and paxos-propose messages in addition to the verification and recovery code. However, similar changes are applied to them to use Blockplane.

VII. Correctness

In this section, we provide a proof sketch of Blockplane’s correctness. (The proof sketches consider the basic design of Blockplane as well as the geo-correlated fault-tolerance extensions.) We discuss three properties in the following lemmas:

**Lemma 1:** All honest (non-malicious) nodes corresponding to a participant agree on the content of any entry in the Local Log.

**Proof sketch.** The safety can be proven by contradiction. Assume that two honest nodes, \( a \) and \( b \), disagree on the value of an entry in \( L_A \). This means that \( a \) and \( b \) have each collected a set of \( f_a + 1 \) reply messages from \( f_a + 1 \) participants. This means that both \( a \) and \( b \) have collected a set of \( f_a + 1 \) reply messages from at least one common participant \( P \) (this is because the set of Local Log replication across participants is limited to \( 2f_a + 1 \) participants.) At least one of the reply messages collected by \( a \) is from an honest node and at least one of the reply messages collected by \( b \) is from an honest node (potentially different from the one collected by \( a \).) Two honest nodes in \( P \) cannot disagree about the contents of an entry because all the honest nodes in \( P \) followed the PBFT protocol. This disagreement is a contradiction. 

**Lemma 2:** An honest node in a participant A only receives a communication message from participant B if honest nodes in participant B agree about its content and order.

**Proof sketch.** An honest node \( a \) runs the receive verification routine. The received message correctness (that it is agreed upon by the honest nodes of the sender participant \( B \)) can be proven by contradiction. Assume that the nodes in the sender \( B \) do not agree about the content of the sent message. However, the node \( a \) has a set of \( (f_a + 1)(f_a + 1) \) signatures from \( B \), at least one of which is from an honest node \( b \). Since the honest nodes in \( B \) follow the PBFT protocol in committing to their Local Log, then the signature from \( b \) is a guarantee that all nodes in \( B \) agree on the content of the message. This is a contradiction, and proves the agreement of nodes in \( B \) on the content of the message.

The other part we need to prove is that the message is received in order, i.e., there are no earlier messages that were maliciously delayed or dropped. This is guaranteed by tracking the earlier log positions of the sender by the receiver.

**Lemma 3:** A benign protocol that uses Blockplane to commit SMR logs and communicate with others cannot make illegal state transitions (an illegal state transition is an entry in a Local Log that is not the result of correct execution of the protocol in respect to all the previous Local Log entries.)

**Proof sketch.** The intuition of this proof is that Blockplane masks any byzantine failures locally, and thus allows following the PBFT protocol. This disagreement is a contradiction. 

For brevity, we do not show the other algorithms such as the ones to react to receiving paxos-prepare and paxos-propose messages in addition to the verification and recovery code. However, similar changes are applied to them to use Blockplane.
An event that is processed in A: in this case, malicious nodes in A, \( A_m \) have caused the illegal state transition. However, for \( A_m \) to influence the content of the Local Log, they will have to be more than \( f_i \) of them, which is a contradiction.

A malicious message received from another participant B: The message includes signatures from \( f_i+1 \) nodes in B. Since the message is malicious, the number of malicious nodes in B must be higher than \( f_i \), which is a contradiction.

In addition to the properties above, Blockplane inherits the availability characteristics of PBFT within a participant (due to the Local Commit protocol) and inherits the availability characteristics of primary-copy replication across participants when \( f_g > 0 \).

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We present a performance evaluation of Blockplane in this section. The evaluation is conducted across four Amazon AWS datacenters in Virginia (V), Oregon (O), California (C), and Ireland (I). The Round-Trip Times (RTTs) between the four datacenters range between 19ms and 132ms (Table I). In each datacenter we use Amazon EC2 m5.xlarge. Each machine runs Linux and has 4 virtualized CPUs and 16 GB memory. The communication bandwidth between two nodes in the same datacenter—as measured using iperf—is 640 MB/s.

For the evaluation, we compare with (non-byzantine) Paxos [10] and PBFT [4], and a hierarchical variant of PBFT. The prototypes developed for this evaluation aim to highlight the communication overhead effect on the overall normal-case performance. Some design elements that dealt with aspects beyond the evaluation are not implemented, such as recovery, independent code bases via techniques such as n-version programming, and creating and checking signatures and digests. These design aspects either do not play a role in normal-case operation scenarios we evaluate or are negligible compared to the wide-area latency cost and thus their absence is not going to affect the validity of the presented results.

In the evaluations, unless we mention otherwise, we set the fault-tolerance level \( f_i \) to 1 and \( f_g \) to 0. We also present evaluations with geo-correlated byzantine fault-tolerance where \( f_g \) is set to 1. In the Blockplane evaluations, we run 4 machines in each datacenter to represent the nodes of a single organization. In all experiments, we batch commands together to form big batches. Each experiment is the average of committing 1000 batches after a warm-up period of committing 100 batches. The size of a batch is 1000 bytes. (We vary the size of the batches in some of the evaluations.) The contents of each batch is an arbitrary set of commands.

A. Local Commit Performance

In this section, we present a set of experiments to test the performance of local commitment, which is the performance of running the log-commit instruction. The log-commit instruction triggers a three-round byzantine protocol inside the datacenters. Thus, there are no wide-area communication involved in this set of experiments. Figure 4 shows the results of these experiments that were conducted in the datacenter in Virginia. In the experiments, we vary the size of the batches between 1 KB and 2000 KBs. The network bandwidth between two nodes is 640 MB/s. Since we have four nodes in the deployment, a leader must send the payload to at least two other nodes. Therefore, we cannot expect the throughput to be larger than 320 MB/s. Due to other communications (to prepare, commit and apply), the practical throughput becomes even lower.

Figure 4(a) shows the latency of local commitment. With small batch sizes (up to 100 KBs), the latency is within 1 ms. However, larger batch sizes incur larger latency. Committing 1000 KBs batches incurs a latency of 4.5 ms and committing 2000 KBs batches incurs a latency of 8.2 ms. This signals that there is a stress on the system’s resources (e.g., network I/O) with batch sizes bigger than or equal to 1000 KBs. This is validated by the throughput results that we show in Figure 4(b). As we increase the batch size, the throughput increases. For small batch size, the increase is more significant. Increasing the batch size from 1 KB to 100 KBs results in a 60x increase in throughput. However, increasing the batch size from 100 KBs to 1000 KBs results in only a 160% increase in throughput. Beyond this point, the increase in throughput is minimal. Increasing the batch size from 1000 KBs to 2000 KBs results in a 10% increase in throughput. This mirrors the effect we observe on latency, where stressing the system resources leads to increasing latency and reaching a throughput plateau.

In summary, with the right choice of batch sizes, Blockplane local commitment can achieve low latencies around 1 ms while reaching a throughput of up to 83 MB/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of nodes ( f_i )</th>
<th>4 (1)</th>
<th>7 (2)</th>
<th>10 (3)</th>
<th>13 (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (MB/s)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

Local commitment performance while varying the number of nodes and \( f_i \).

Another set of experiments we performed measures the scalability of Local Commit by varying the number of nodes from 4 to 13 nodes (corresponding to \( f_i \) values from 1 to 4.) The results are shown in Table II for a batch size 100 KB which yielded the best balance of throughput and latency in the previous experiment. As we increase the number of nodes, we observe a 10x increase in throughput and a 50% increase in latency for each additional node.
nodes (and consequently $f_g$) the pressure on the network I/O increases because the batches need to be sent to more replicas. This leads to decreasing the throughput of local commitment from 83 KB/s with 4 nodes to 25 MB/s with 13 nodes. The increase in the number of nodes and pressure on the network I/O also leads to increasing the latency of committing a batch from 1.2 ms with 4 nodes to 4 ms with 13 nodes. In summary, increasing the resilience of local commitment incurs a significant overhead and should only be done when necessary.

### B. Geo-Correlated Fault-Tolerance

In this section, we test the performance of Blockplane with geo-correlated byzantine fault-tolerance by varying the tolerance level, $f_g$, from 1 to 3. Figure 5 shows the results of this set of experiments. The x-axis denotes the label of the scenario and the level of geo-correlated byzantine fault-tolerance. For example, the label $C(1)$ denotes the latency of committing at California with the level $f_g$ set to 1. Each datacenter is represented with three data points, one for each $f_g$ level from 1 to 3. Increasing the level of $f_g$ always lead to an increase in latency. This is because increasing the $f_g$ level means that there is a need to coordinate with more datacenters. However, the magnitude of this increase varies from one datacenter to another. The difference in the latency increase magnitude depends on many factors—most important is the wide-area latency between datacenters. For example, increasing the level of $f_g$ from 1 to 2 in California leads to a 176% increase in latency, whereas increasing the level of $f_g$ from 1 to 2 in Virginia leads to only a 13% increase in latency. This difference in magnitude can be inferred from observing the RTT latencies in Table I. California incurs a low latency (19 ms) to communicate with its closest datacenter (Oregon) compared to the latency (61 ms) to communicate with the second closest datacenter (Virginia). On the other hand, the RTT latencies between Virginia and all other datacenters are close to each other (between 61 ms and 79 ms). Likewise, achieving the same level of $f_g$ differs from one datacenter to the other for the same reason. The latency of commitment depends on the RTT latency between the datacenter and the $f_g$ closest datacenters. For the level $f_g$ equals to 1, California and Virginia perform much better than other datacenters. For a level $f_g$ equals to 2, all datacenters achieve a close latency between 64 and 80 ms latency, except Ireland that incurs a 135 ms latency. For a level $f_g$ equals to 3, all datacenters incur a latency over 135 ms, except for Virginia that achieves a latency of 80 ms.

In summary, the effect of the level of geo-correlated byzantine fault-tolerance on performance depends on the topology of the network and the datacenter where the commitment occurs. This means that placement is an important aspect of deployment to achieve a good performance. Also, knowing the sufficient level of fault-tolerance is essential in order to not incur unnecessary latency overhead.

### Communication Performance

In this section, we perform a set of experiments to test the performance of Blockplane’s communication interface (i.e., the `send` and `receive` instructions.) Figure 6 shows the results of sending a message from one datacenter to another datacenter through the Blockplane interface. We show six data points, one for each pair of datacenters. The latency for each data point, is the time to send a message through the send interface, then receiving using the receive instruction and finally acknowledging the receipt of the message back at the source. The latency of communication varies across pairs of datacenters. This is because the RTT latencies between pairs of datacenters are different, and the RTT latency between a pair of datacenters directly influence the latency of sending a message through Blockplane. For example, sending a message from California to Oregon requires 23.4 ms. Sending a message between the following pairs of datacenters, California-Virginia, Oregon-Virginia, and Virginia-Ireland, incurs a latency between 64 ms and 80 ms. The highest communication latency (over 135 ms) is incurred between the following pairs of datacenters: California-Ireland and Oregon-Ireland.

An important observation to make is the overhead that Blockplane adds to normal communication (communication without byzantine fault-tolerance.) This overhead is caused by the need to locally commit the communication records at both the source and destination. We expect that the overhead is not going to be significant because the local commit overhead (intra-datacenter latency) is negligible in comparison to the wide-area latency between datacenters. We quantify this overhead by comparing the RTT latencies in Table I with the numbers we obtained in Figure 6. The overhead incurred by Blockplane communication is between 1% and 7% for all pairs of datacenters except for California-Oregon where the overhead is 23%. The reason for this is that the RTT latency between California and Oregon is the lowest (19 ms only). Therefore, the effect of the additional intra-datacenter communication is more significant in comparison to other datacenters.

In summary, the performance of Blockplane communication varies across pairs of datacenters depending on the RTT latency between each pair. Also, Blockplane communication introduces an overhead that is caused by the additional intra-datacenter communication to commit communication records. The overhead is more significant between nearby pairs of datacenters (such as California and Oregon where the overhead is 23%) but is negligible between pairs of datacenters with
higher RTT latency (the overhead can be as low as 1% for some pairs of datacenters.)

D. Performance of a Global Consensus Use Case: Byzantized Paxos

In this section, we evaluate the use of Blockplane to transform a non-byzantine protocol and making it tolerate byzantine failures. Specifically, we take the paxos protocol and augment it with Blockplane commit and communication interfaces. Therefore, we transform a typical deployment of paxos on four datacenters where there is a single machine on each datacenter to a Blockplane deployment on four datacenters where there are four Blockplane machines in each datacenter. In the rest of this section, we present the performance of the byzantized paxos protocol using Blockplane that we call Blockplane-paxos. We also compare with three other protocols. The first is paxos that will provide a benchmark to measure the overhead of byzantizing that is incurred in Blockplane-paxos. The second is PBFT that will provide a benchmark to measure the performance of a byzantized paxos with a protocol that is specifically designed to solve byzantine agreement. Finally, we compare with a third variant that we call Hierarchical PBFT that uses PBFT in a hierarchical way similar to how it is done in Blockplane but without the API separation.

Figure 7 shows the results of this set of experiments. Each data point represents the latency of the Replication phase of paxos if the leader is at the corresponding datacenter in the x-axis label. Paxos requires polling the votes of a majority to perform the Replication phase. This means that the expected latency at each datacenter is the RTT latency between that datacenter and the closest majority to that datacenter. The results in the figure confirm this expectation, where the Replication phase latency is within 10% of the RTT latency to the majority as derived from Table I. The performance of Blockplane-paxos should also be close to the latency of a RTT to the majority. This is because—like paxos—the leader needs to hear from the majority. However, in Blockplane-paxos there is additional overhead caused by intra-datacenter communication to locally commit records for commit and communication operations. This overhead varies across datacenters from almost no change in latency (for the case of Ireland) to 33% overhead in the case of California. The Blockplane-paxos overhead in Virginia and Oregon is within 10–13%. The magnitude of the change is affected by the original majority latency. If the majority latency is small, then the effect of intra-datacenter latency would be more significant. Otherwise, the overhead of intra-datacenter communication would be masked by the large wide-area communication latency.

We also compare with PBFT [4]. In this scenario, there are four PBFT node, one at each datacenter. This means that—like Blockplane-paxos in this set of experiments—the number of tolerated byzantine failures is 1. PBFT requires three rounds of communication across three out of the four nodes to reach agreement. However, this does not mean that the latency would simply be three times the RTT to three out of the four nodes. This is because each node broadcasts its messages to all nodes, making the end-to-end latency depend not only on the RTTs from the leader, but also the RTTs between the replicas. In the figure, we show the latency to reach agreement for each datacenter. The PBFT latency varies from 102 ms (for California) to 157 ms (for Ireland). Compared to Blockplane-paxos, PBFT’s latency is 16–78% higher than the latency of Blockplane-paxos with the same level of fault-tolerance. The main reason of the improvement in latency that is achieved by Blockplane-paxos is that there is only a single round of communication across datacenters, and the rest of communication is localized within datacenters to mask the effect of byzantine failures. Although Blockplane-paxos achieves a better latency, it requires a larger number of nodes.

The idea of using hierarchy and local-aware computation can be used without the overhead of Blockplane API separation and communication. We quantify the overhead of Blockplane in comparison to a PBFT deployment that uses the same communication patterns of Blockplane-paxos, which is using PBFT locally in a datacenter and using the SMR logs of PBFT to communicate events to commit globally using paxos. We call this hierarchical PBFT. Hierarchical PBFT have the same communication patterns of Blockplane-paxos but without the overhead of API separation and communication. Also, Hierarchical PBFT have the same wide-area communication patterns of paxos but with added local communication. Therefore, we expect the latency of hierarchical PBFT to be between the latencies of paxos and Blockplane-paxos. The figure shows that this is generally the case in our experiments.

Blockplane is intended to be a general framework to byzantize global-scale systems while providing efficient latency characteristics through locality. This set of experiments using the use-case of paxos (and global-scale consensus) shows that using Blockplane may lead to comparable performance to specialized byzantine protocols in global-scale environments. Also, the evaluation showed that the overhead of using Blockplane to byzantize paxos can be modest. However, increasing the level of fault-tolerance may lead to more significant overhead.

E. Reacting to Failure

We evaluate the performance characteristics of how Blockplane reacts to node failures. Figure 8 shows the results of two failure cases of participants. In this set of experiments we
set both $f_i$ and $f_j$ to 1. The first failure case is of a backup participant (Figure 8(a).) In this scenario, the participant in datacenter California is the primary and the other datacenters are backups (each datacenter also has four nodes for local commitment using PBFT.) In the first failure case, the participant in Virginia is committing 100 batches. Up until Batch 45, the backup in Oregon is active, and since it is the closest datacenter to California, it enables committing the batch by one RTT from California to Oregon, which is around 20–40ms. However, we emulate the case of a failure of the backup in Oregon by shutting down the servers. In this case, the primary has to wait to hear from the next closest datacenter (Virginia) which increases the latency to be within 60–80ms. The second case emulates the failure of the primary (California in this case), which is shown in Figure 8(b). In this case, the primary fails after committing 70 batches. This triggers one of the backups to take over and become the new primary. In this case, Virginia becomes the primary and commits batches 71 to 160. The transition leads to increasing the latency since Virginia needs more time to replicate to another backup compared to California. Also, the primary transition can cause some batches to experience higher latency than usual, such as the case in two batches between batches 71 and 80 that incur a latency around 250ms.

IX. RELATED WORK

Byzantine Agreement Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols date back to the early 1980s [11], [17]. A notable milestone is the development of Practical Byzantine Fault-Tolerant (PBFT) [4] that is used by Blockplane to commit requests in the Local Log. There has been a resurgence of Byzantine fault-tolerance protocols in the decade following the publication of PBFT [1], [5], [8], [9], [12], [18]. These protocols offer various performance trade-offs in terms of metrics such as the number of communication rounds needed to commit a command and the number of nodes needed to tolerate $f$ failures. For example, Q/U [1] requires the use of $5f + 1$ nodes rather than $3f + 1$ nodes required by PBFT and other protocols [4], [5], [8].

Blockplane differs from earlier Byzantine agreement approaches in terms of its abstraction, architecture, and algorithms. In terms of abstraction, Blockplane acts as a middleware with both a communication and interface, unlike other Byzantine services that rely on the SMR abstraction of commitment only. Blockplane’s abstraction enables more flexibility to the programmer to express—the communication interface—distributed protocols that rely on coordination. Also, having the communication interface distinct from the commit interface allows Blockplane to optimize the communications performed to minimize wide-area communication in ways that are unattainable if all requests (both commit and communication) are treated similarly. In terms of architecture, Blockplane is different from many Byzantine protocols in that it has a hierarchical architecture that groups neighboring nodes together. This allows Blockplane’s algorithms to be designed in a way that limits wide-area communication when possible. Steward [2] is a Byzantine protocol that enables hierarchical consensus in a similar way to Blockplane. Blockplane differs in that its algorithms proposes a two-dimensional data structure for coordination—rather than the one-dimensional structure in SMR—to leverage this hierarchy.

Database Application Fault-tolerance Middleware There has been a number of works in developing frameworks and middleware to make database applications fault-tolerance. This includes ones that target tolerating benign failures such as Phoenix Project [3] that uses redo logging to persist the state of applications. More closely to us are frameworks that target tolerating Byzantine failures such as Mitra [13] and Fireplug [16]. Unlike Mitra, Blockplane targets wide-area replication scenarios. Unlike Blockplane, Fireplug only considers graph databases.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose Blockplane. Blockplane is a hierarchical middleware solution that is intended to transform systems to make them tolerate Byzantine failures. In addition to transforming systems to tolerate Byzantine failures, Blockplane aims to also reduce the wide-area communication incurred by the transformed systems in global-scale multi-organization coordination applications. It does so by a hierarchical, locality-aware approach where communication is localized as much as possible. Specifically, each participant is augmented with a number of local Blockplane nodes that perform the durability and communication tasks on behalf of the application. The local nodes run local Byzantine fault-tolerance protocols to mask the failures locally. Then, inter-datacenter communication is only performed when necessary for communication or to tolerate datacenter-scale failures.
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